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ABSTRACT This paper introduces a novel touch sensing system for a projected screen with a single
camera. To achieve touch sensing with camera image, there are two challenges to overcome. One is to
establish robustness against image processing being misled by projected contents. The other is to realize
both touch detection and fingertips localization with a single-camera image. In this work, we use Slope
Disparity Gating and capture only the region slightly above the projected screen. This selected region is
set geometrically so that a part of the finger is captured when touching, and no finger is captured when
not touching. A key feature of this study is that the projector can enable this selective imaging capability
in the camera while still displaying a normal projected image to the user’s eyes. The projector is both a
programmable light source for capturing system and an interface display device for the users. We built a
prototype system and touch sensing algorithm, evaluated the touch accuracy, demonstrated robustness to a
projected content.

INDEX TERMS touch sensing, human-computer interface, image sensing system, projector, projector-
camera system

I. INTRODUCTION

TOUCH operation is one of the most intuitive and com-
mon forms of human-computer interaction exemplified

by the ubiquitous smartphone display. However, large touch
displays are expensive and occupy a large physical space.
To overcome these limitations, a visible light projector can
convert various flat surfaces into virtual displays, decoupling
the virtual display size from the surface area. This projector
can display video onto ordinary flat surfaces such as a desk
or wall, transforming them into a virtual touch screen.

Since flat surfaces that can be used as a projected screen
are generally not equipped with a touch-sensing mechanism
like a smartphone display, fingertip sensing is needed. One
approach is to mount a device on the fingertip for acquiring
and transmitting visual information through haptic channels.
If one wants to avoid the user from wearing the device on
their hands or fingers, another approach is to use image

processing techniques to track fingertip position from an
observing camera. Previous work extracted fingertip position
from the scene image via segmentation regions for objects
[1]–[5]. However, there are two main challenges to realize
touch sensing using the approach.

The first challenge is that the projected image can interfere
with the finger localization in the camera image due to its
textures and displayed scene clutter. As the finger touches
the projected screen, the finger’s original color and contour
can change as the displayed image overlaps the finger.

The second challenge is simultaneous touch detection and
fingertip localization from a single camera image. Typical
cameras project a 3D scene onto a 2D plane. Thus even if
the fingertip position can be detected, it is difficult to detect
whether this fingertip touches the surface or is hovering
above it.

In this paper, we introduce a novel touch sensing system
for the virtual display using a synchronized projector-camera.
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A key feature of our system is that the camera selectively
captures only the area near the projected screen as opposed
to the entire scene within the lens field of view. To capture
only the selected area, we adopt a disparity gating method,
which synchronizes the projector with the camera [6], [7].
O’Toole et al. [6] first realized this method, which captures
photos only in a specific depth range by combining a laser
scanning projector and a rolling shutter camera. Ueda et
al. [7] generalized this approach to capture photos along a
sloped planar volume in the scene, controllable in its depth,
tilt, and thickness. In our work, we apply this projector-
camera system to capture only the selected region to detect
when the finger is touching the projected screen and when
it is absent and merely hovering over the projected screen.
Using our region-selected images, we develop a dedicated
algorithm to realize fingertip localization via simple but
efficient image processing.

We make several contributions in this paper. Our system
geometrically determines whether a finger has touched the
screen surface from a single camera image. Since our method
captures only the region slightly above the screen, it is robust
to the projected image and does not suffer from visual inter-
ference. Our touch sensing system consists of one projector,
one camera, and one microcontroller, and does not require
any additional cameras, depth sensors, or light sources. The
projector operates in a dual role: projecting images onto the
surface as well as the light source for imaging only slightly
above the projected screen synchronously with the camera.
Our method has an advantage in terms of privacy preser-
vation compared with other camera-based methods because
our device only captures light from the space just above a
projected surface. In other words, privacy-sensitive parts such
as human faces or other identifying details are not captured
by the system outside of the region-of-interest.

Finally, we demonstrate that a simple image processing
algorithm is enough to realize touch sensing as opposed to
conventional methods that segment fingertips from complex
scenes. This is achieved by geometrically constrained capture
that eliminates most of the imaged scene clutter unnecessary
for the touch sensing beforehand.

II. RELATED WORK
Touch operation has been actively studied as a means of
interaction due to its intuitive nature. We discuss various
technologies to enable touch sensing and compare them to
our proposed solution.

A. DIRECT SENSING

The most common method of touch sensing is to detect
force on the touch surface itself. Capacitive touchscreens
have been widely used in our daily life, namely in our smart
phones. They also have been actively studied in the work of
Lee et al. [8], MTMR [9], Smartskin [10]. In addition to
capacitance, vibrational sensing has been used effectively to
detect touch. Skinput [11] uses an armband sensor to detect

vibrations transmitted from the body. This allows the user to
manipulate the image projected onto the skin by touch.

There are other methods to add sensing functions to the
touch surface, such as using a grid of wired [12] or acoustic
sensors [13]. These devices have static screen sizes and are
not suitable for dynamic screen resizing. In addition, large
displays with these sensors are still expensive and physically
difficult to install.

In contrast, our method requires no specialized surface
electronics and can scale to large display sizes effortlessly.

B. FINGER INPUT DEVICES
Another technique is to mount special sensors on the object
or finger used for input. This is effective when it is difficult
to mount sensors onto the touch surface itself. Escritoire [14]
uses an ultrasonic pen that enables touch control of the
projector image. Sensetable [15] uses a physical mice-like
device in which an electromagnetic sensor is embedded and
realizes interaction with the projector image.

In recent years, however, much research has focused on
enabling intuitive hand operation rather than an input device
to the screen. Unless fine strokes are required such as in
drawing, bare-handed operation provides more flexibility and
natural interaction for the user. 3DTouch [16] realize finger
wearable devices using an optical laser sensor and a 9-
DOF inertial measurement unit. Shi et al. [17] attached an
accelerometer to the tip of a fingernail and used deep learning
to recognize the vibration patterns for touch operation.

In a similar fashion to these works, our system also enables
intuitive hand operation with our virtual display.

C. PASSIVE CAMERA SENSING
Another thrust of research utilizes passive sensing with cam-
era images. This allows cheap systems to be implemented
in practice. Letessier et al. [18] detected fingertips on the
display using a single camera image, although it did not
determine whether a finger touched a surface. A single cam-
era cannot provide depth information, so some studies have
used multiple cameras to perform stereo matching [1], [19].
Alternatively, Marshall et al. using a discriminator of the
color-changes of the fingernail when touching [20] to sense
depth from a single camera image. However, many of these
studies require the ability to robustly distinguish between
fingers and the displayed projector image, and thus can be
confused by visual clutter in the virtual scene.

D. ACTIVE SENSING
A final avenue of research on touch sensing uses active
sensing with active light. Many active sensing use an ad-
ditional infrared light source to perform fingertip’s depth
sensing without interference with projected content. Such
depth information is remarkably effective for touch sensing
and has been shown by Wilson et al. [21], DIRECT [2],
Omnitouch [3], and Dante vision [4]. The use of LiDAR as
an infrared light source has been investigated such as La-
seiWall [22], SurfaceSight [23] and Short-Throw Interactive
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Display Engine [24]. As an exceptional study that does not
use an infrared light source, Touchscreen Everywhere [5]
used special structured illumination from a projector. Our
method uses visible light from a projected image to achieve
active sensing.

We summarize the comparison between existing methods
and our method in Table 1. We can realize touch sensing with
a single camera without the need for additional infrared de-
vices, and our method has the advantage of being inexpensive
to build. There is minimal processing of the projected image
as the region of interest is selectively captured optically, and
this makes our system have a low computational cost. Also,
since we do not use a machine learning approach, we do
not require any training data. Finally, there is no need to
attach any device to the finger, nor require any special display
electronics for the surface itself. All these features make our
system a compelling approach for realizing touch sensing for
projected screens.

III. METHOD
Figure 1 shows our user interaction situation of interest. The
projector presents the displayed video onto an everyday-
surface (for example a table surface in Figure 1). Users per-
form touch operations on the images with their fingers. Our
system performs touch sensing by identifying the fingertip
position in an image of the scene captured with the camera.

FIGURE 1: User situation involving touch sensing and our
system, where a user’s finger interacts with the projected
contents on a flat surface. In this case, we used a projector
onto a 150cm × 75cm table. We set a camera directly below
the projector for touch sensing. The distance from our device
to the center of the projected surface is about 50cm.

In this paper, to realize touch sensing, we have developed
a method to selectively capture only the region slightly
above the projected screen. To achieve selected capture of
the desired region, we adopt the method of Ueda et al.
synchronizing a projector with a camera [7]. In this section,
we first discuss the significance of selective capture, which is
the basis of our approach, then review Ueda et al.’s projector-
camera system utilized in this research, and finally describe
the specific algorithm for touch sensing.

A. CAPTURING ONLY SELECTIVE REGIONS FOR
TOUCHED FINGERTIP
In situations where touch sensing is performed on a projected
screen as shown in Figure 1, there are two main challenges to
overcome. The first challenge is that the visual information
of the projected image interferes with hand detection. In par-
ticular, projected colors overlap on a fingertip’s skin which
makes extracting the fingertip area from the image difficult.
Further, if the projected image content includes real hands
as can occur if there are people in the displayed content,
the system cannot distinguish between the fake hand in the
projected image and the real hand that is touching the screen.
One way to overcome this challenge is to use additional
devices such as infrared cameras or depth sensors to detect
the real hand region as a non-planar object. However, such
additional hardware increases the complexity of the device
configuration. The second challenge is performing both touch
detection and fingertip localization based on images from
a single fixed camera. While multiple cameras can triangu-
late the 3D coordinates of a finger, this also increases the
scale and computational complexity of the interaction device.
However, the use of multiple cameras increases the scale of
the interaction device and the computational complexity.

By capturing only slightly above the projected screen and
eliminating superfluous information in the scene, we can
overcome the above two difficulties.

Our key insight is that interaction with a physical surface
requires touch detection and fingertip localization at the
actual plane of the physical surface itself. However, this is
difficult to do without a depth camera or physical sensors as a
conventional camera captures all visible scene points within
the field of view. Scenes of touch sensing situation contain
a lot of wasteful information, not intrinsically necessary for
touch sensing. In Figure 2, for example, the following parts
are unnecessary for sensing: the projection contents, the hand
area other than the fingertips, the surrounding scenery, the
hovering fingertip, and the fingertip touching outside the
screen range. To selectively capture only this plane and all
optical interactions with it, we utilize the recently developed
method of Slope Disparity Gating [7].

B. SLOPE DISPARITY GATING
Slope Disparity Gating is a measurement technology that can
control the depth, tilt, and thickness of a selected region to
be optically captured in the scene by synchronizing a single
projector and a single camera. Before reviewing this method,
we first introduce the projector-camera system of O’Toole et
al. [6], which was the precursor to Slope Disparity Gating.

O’Toole et al. [6] realized a method to capture only
reflected light from the projector by synchronizing a single
laser scanning projector and a single rolling shutter camera.
In the laser scanning projector, the image is not all projected
at once but is sequentially projected on a horizontal line.
Similarly, the rolling shutter of the camera exposes not the
entire sensor but rather one row at a time to capture photos.
By synchronizing the laser projector’s row scanning with the
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TABLE 1: Table comparing several existing methods as well as our method with respect to various desirable properties for a
touch sensing system.

Method Additional infrared
light source Camera device Special

projection Learning data Unique
input device

Unique
input plane

Capacitive touchscreen [8] [9] not needed not used not needed not needed not needed required
Skinput [11] not needed not used not needed not needed not needed required
DiamondTouch [12] not needed not used not needed not needed not needed required
Escritoire [14] not needed not used multiple project not needed required not needed
Sensetable [15] not needed not used not needed not needed required required
Ready, Steady, Touch! [17] not needed not used not needed required required not needed
Kats et al. [1] not needed multiple camera not needed not needed not needed not needed
TouchLight [19] required multiple camera not needed not needed not needed required
Touchscreen Everywhere [5] not needed single camera Structured light not needed not needed not needed
Pressing the Flesh [20] not needed single camera not needed not needed not needed not needed
Wilson et al. [25] required multiple kinect not needed not needed not needed not needed
DIRECT [2] required kinect not needed not needed not needed not needed
Omnitouch [3] required kinect not needed not needed not needed not needed
Dante vision [4] required thermal & kinect not needed not needed not needed not needed
SurfaceSight [23] required not used(LiDAR) not needed required not needed not needed
Our method not needed single camera not needed not needed not needed not needed

FIGURE 2: Touch sensing intrinsically require only the fin-
ger that touches the projected screen. A regular camera cap-
tures an entire scene which contains unnecessary information
for touch sensing, and requires advanced computer vision to
perform handtracking.

camera’s rolling shutter, O’Toole et al. showed that only light
triangulated from a plane some depth away is captured.

Ueda et al. [7] further developed the method of O’Toole et
al. and realized only the reflected light from objects within
a specific depth, tilt, and thickness region is captured. In
particular, they leverage hardware parameters to specify this
geometry of the region. This region was showed to be a
sloped, near-planar surface.

Figure 3a shows an overview of Slope Disparity Gating.
As shown in Figure 3a, Slope Disparity Gating captures only
the objects on the intersection (shown in red) of the scanning
plane of a laser-scanning projector (shown in yellow) and the
scanning plane of a rolling shutter camera (shown in blue).
In addition, these scanning lines repeatedly sweep up and
down, and the intersecting lines form a plane (the surface
represented in red, called the imaging plane). This plane
can be set to an arbitrary depth and tilt by controlling the
synchronous timing and scanning speed of the projector and

camera (Figure 4).
Slope Disparity Gating has many useful properties in-

cluding real-time optical capture of the selected region and
robustness to ambient light.

C. UTILIZING SELECTIVE IMAGING IN OUR
INTERACTIVE SYSTEM
We employed Slope Disparity Gating (SDG) as a means of
identifying only the fingertip that is touching the screen.
We calibrated the camera parameters (delay, pixel clock,
and exposure time) to set the capturing region using SDG.
More specifically, we selectively capture the selected region
slightly above the screen plane, horizontal to the screen
plane, and a few centimeters thick, as shown in Figure 3b,
because this is the interaction region of interest. For the
parameter settings, we followed the method of Ueda et al. [7]
to determine the values of delay, pixel clock, and exposure
time.

In this way, the camera captures the fingertips only when
they touch the plane without complex image recognition
techniques to track them. Also, since our capturing region
does not include the projected screen area, we can realize
touch sensing without being affected by surface texture or
roughness. We do require a roughly planar surface with
no clutter or objects that would protrude into the optically
captured region above the surface.

The clear difference between Slope Disparity Gating and
our system is in the projection role of the projector. In Slope
Disparity Gating, the projector is just a programmable light
source device. In our touch-input sensing, the projector is
both a programmable light source and an interface display
device.

One notable feature of our system is that the projector can
present different visuals to each the human-eye and the cam-
era simultaneously. The users can see the image projected by
the projector naturally whereas the camera captures only the
region slightly above the screen for touch sensing. In other
words, the projector simultaneously takes a role of a display-
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Rolling shutter
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Projection light
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FIGURE 3: (a) The concept of Slope Disparity Gating which allows a single plane in 3D space to be captured by the camera [7].
(b) Imaging of a selected region. Although the projector projects the image surrounded by blue lines in perspective projection,
our team’s imaging technique enables us to capture only the region surrounded by red lines.

camera scanline

projector scanline
camera

projector

(a) standard

Imaging plane

(d) thickness control(c) tilt control(b) depth control

FIGURE 4: To control imaging regions, our system utilizes adjusting the parameters in Slope Disparity Gating [7]. Figure
shows a side view of Slope Disparity Gating. (a) We can capture the line of the trajectory where the camera scanline and the
projector scanline intersect. (b) Depth can be controlled by adding a delay to the scanning motion of the camera. (c) The tilt
can be controlled by changing the pixel clock of the camera. (d) Thickness can be controlled by changing the exposure time of
the camera.

interface device for users and a role of the light source for the
camera to selectively illuminates the touch sensing area.

D. TOUCH SENSING ALGORITHM WITH SIMPLE IMAGE
PROCESSING
Figure 5 shows the system flowchart. First, using the princi-
ple of Slope Disparity Gating, we capture the selected region
slightly above the touch surface, as shown in Figure 3b. The
algorithm consists of touch detection and fingertip localiza-
tion. In the remaining parts of this section, we will show how
we can achieve touch detection and fingertip localization with
simple image processing.

In our method, the system can determine whether a finger
is touching the surface or not using the images from a single
camera. Figure 6 (a) and (b) show pictures taken with a
normal capturing system. In (a), the user touches the surface,
and in (b), the user does not touch the surface. Figure 6
(c) and (d) show pictures taken with a SDG system, which
captured same scene as (a) and (b), respectively. Note that we

use the same camera figures (a) through (d). This approach
gives us clear discriminative power whether a fingertip is near
the screen.

Our imaging method acquires only reflected light from a
limited region. Conversely, if there is no reflected light in
the imaging region, the light is not measured and appears
black in the image. Here, we consider an ideal situation
where no occluder or object is blocking the surface, and the
region is a free space that only fingers may enter into. In
this case, theoretically, only the finger parts reflect light from
the projector and have a non-zero brightness in the captured
image. Then, if the captured image has some luminance
value, the finger exists. If the luminance value of the captured
image is zero, the finger does not exist.

However, when capturing with SDG, some pixels in the
space where the object does not exist may have small pixel
values due to the influence of ambient light. This ambient
light is relatively weak because the exposure time of our
capturing system is extremely short. To remove the effect
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FIGURE 5: Algorithm diagram of our touch sensing system

of the small pixel values, a threshold was applied to the
image. Note that this threshold depends on the exposure time,
gain, and environment light. After applying the threshold, our
system calculates the total luminance value of the image and
carries out touch detection. If the total luminance value is
non-zero, the finger touches touched; if it is zero, the image
is not touched.

The center of luminance gravity in the entire image repre-
sents the finger position. As shown in Equation (1), we can
represent the position of a finger in the camera image as the
coordinates of the center of gravity (xc, yc) of the image,
which is weighted by the pixel values mi,j at the coordinates
(i, j) of the camera image.

(xc, yc) =

∑
i,j

mi,j(i, j)∑
i,j

mi,j

(1)

Since our touch sensing method is based on a camera
image, it is necessary to convert the coordinates of a fingertip
on the screen into the coordinates of a fingertip estimated
from the captured image. Because we assume the screen is
flat, we utilize a homography matrix for this transformation.
Let C = (xc yc 1)

> and H be respectively the homogeneous
coordinate of the fingers obtained in camera and the homog-
raphy matrix, then the fingertips in the screen coordinate
system C ′ = (xs ys 1)

> can be expressed as Equation (2). xs

ys
1

 = H

 xc

yc
1

 (2)

To estimate the homography matrix, we collect N (≥ 4)
corresponding points between the camera and the screen
coordinates. We project N points that uniformly cover the
projection area, then ask the user to touch the points one

by one. Then, we estimate the corresponding finger position
from the captured image. This process allows us to collect
the pairs {Cn, C

′
n}Nn=1 that can be used to estimate the

homography matrix. The image used in our method was
capturing the selected region slightly above the touch surface,
so the coordinates obtained from the image do not mean an
accurate fingertip position. This homographic transformation
also serves as a correction to this fingertip position.

The image processing we have used is simple, as shown in
Equations (1) and (2). This is because we no longer require
fingertip segmentation as the fingertip is sensed directly by
its intersection with the red region.

IV. EVALUATION
A. CAPTURING SETUP
We illustrate a prototype touch sensing system as shown in
Figure 7. We use a Sony MP-CL1A laser scanning projector
with 1280×720 resolution and 60Hz refresh rate. We also
use an IDS UI-3250CP-C-HQ RGB camera. This camera
supports both rolling shutter and global shutter, and we
use rolling shutter mode for Slope Disparity Gating. The
resolution of this camera is 1600 × 1200. The hardware
design places the projector and camera close to one another
for compactness of space. To do this, both a projector and a
camera were securely mounted onto a 3D-printed fixed plat-
form supported by a tripod. Since the positional relationship
between the screen and the system device is fixed, we fixed
the aperture, shutter speed, and focus manually. We open the
aperture all the way up so that the finger has a brighter pixel
value. This is because using SDG produces dark images as
ambient light is rejected and only limited photons from the
region of interest are captured. In this case, the F# is 1.6.
When the aperture is fully open, the depth of field becomes
shallow. Our target of the capturing area is slightly above the
projected screen, so we focused the camera on the screen
itself. The camera and the projector were synchronized
through an Arduino configured to receive and analyze the
signals from the MEMS mirror of the projector and sync
the camera’s rolling shutter to them. This synchronization
method is based on the work of Kubo et al. [26]. For
software, our camera and projector are connected to a laptop
running C# code to implement the touch sensing algorithm.

B. TOUCH EVENT
To demonstrate that our prototype can realize touch sensing,
we configured a simple interactive system. In this interactive
system, when a finger touches the desk surface (Figure 8a),
which is the projected screen, a program is implemented to
display the touch position calculated by the touch sensing
system as a red circle. In other words, if the red circle
corresponds to the actual touch position, the touch sensing
is correctly performed. As a result, as shown in Figure 8b,
the calculation result of the center of luminance gravity
correctly shows the part of the finger. The coordinates of the
finger on the camera image obtained as shown in Figure 8b
was transformed to the coordinates on the projected image
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FIGURE 6: A comparison between a normal caputuring system and the Slope Disparity Gating (SDG) system, in which a finger
is close to the projected screen. (a) finger touches projected screen. (b) finger is hovering. (c) the exact same scene as (a), but
captured with SDG. (d) the exact same scene as (b), but captured with SDG. In the (a) and (b) cases, both images look like the
finger is touching, but in the (c) and (d) case, grounding can be determined by whether or not the finger is in the picture.

FIGURE 7: Slope disparity gating hardware prototype with
raster-scanning projector aligned with rolling-shutter camera
along with synchronization electronics via an Arduino.

through the homography transformation and displayed as a
red circle on the image. As shown in Figure 8c, the red circle
indicating the touch position is projected on the fingertip
part, indicating that the touch position of the fingertip can
be identified by our touch sensing system.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 8: (a) Adjusting the angle of the hardware to
project the image onto the desk surface, (b) calculating the
luminance center of gravity of the SDG image when a finger
touches the surface, (c) calculating the touch position by
applying the homography transformation shown as a red
circle.

To evaluate the accuracy of touch sensing, we designed a
task in which the user touches the center of a crosshair on a
known coordinate. We used a target image with 11 crosshairs
(5 pixel line width) on a 1280×720 pixel size canvas, which
is the same as the resolution of the projector, as shown in
Figure 9. The user was instructed to touch all the intersections
of the 11 crosshairs with their bare hands.

FIGURE 9: Target image of crosshairs projected for touch
accuracy evaluation.

For each trial, we calculated the error between the
crosshairs’ position and the calculated touch position of the
finger for a total of 110 cumulative touch trials with five
people in their twenties. As a result, an average horizontal
error was 16.8 pixels towards the side where the user was
standing, and an average vertical error was 4.2 pixels towards
the side where the projector was set. Note that this error is in
crosshair image coordinates. If we consider this at the scale
of the projected image, we can see that the size of the finger
belly affects the error (Figure 10). Simply put, the error in
our method is in a range that is not unnatural to the user.

FIGURE 10: Adapting the error range to the crosshair image.
(a) the error scale on the crosshair mage, (b) project (a) in a
environment of touch-accuracy experiment and compare it to
a finger scale, (c) Looking at the touch of the crosshairs, the
error does not deviate from the range of the finger’s belly.

C. STRESS TESTING
We did experiments with negative vectors: low light and
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defocus from the camera.
We calculated the difference between the results of touch

sensing at 710 lux with daily lighting and touch sensing at 5
lux with no lighting at all. An average horizontal error was
0 pixels towards the side where the user was standing, and
an average vertical error was 4.8 pixels. This proves that our
device is robust to lighting conditions.

On the other hand, when the camera is out of focus, the
accuracy of touch sensing is significantly reduced. This is
because it is difficult to control the thickness of the captured
area as the depth of field becomes shallower, and parts of the
hand other than the fingertip are also captured, which affects
the coordinate calculation.

D. HAND DETECTION
To verify the robustness of this touch sensing system to video,
we examine the case in which the projected contents include
hands image. When preparing the image to be projected
from the projector, we used a realistic image including a
hand quoted from unsplash, which is a stock photography
service. As a typical example of hand detection, we used
Handtrack [27].

We captured a scene where a user interacts with projected
content that includes fake hands as a test of Handtrack’s hand
recognition. Handtrack detected the projected fake hand but
could not detect the real hand, as shown in Figure 11(b). This
result shows the brittleness of Handtrack in distinguishing
between real and fake hands.

In contrast, our method eliminates the projected content
optically as shown in Figure 11(c). Therefore, compared to
conventional methods using general camera imaging, our
system can make touch sensing performance robust to the
projected scene content.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A. CONCLUSION
We have developed a novel touch sensing system leveraging
Slope Disparity Gating. The important aspect of this study
is to capture only the region slightly above the projected
screen necessary for sensing. Based on this point of view,
we synchronized a projector with a rolling-shutter camera
for the selected region capturing. By not capturing the screen
surface in the first place, we realized touch sensing that is
robust to the visual information of projected contents. Also,
By eliminating capturing scene unnecessary for the sensing,
we realized touch sensing algorithm that can both touch de-
tection and fingertip localization from a single camera image.
Our touch sensing method can be realized by simple image
processing. Our system leverages the projector as both the
active illumination for touch sensing as well as to display user
content. there is no need for multiple cameras and additional
infrared devices.

B. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
There are several limitations to our proposed approach. It is
impossible to do multiple planes of sensing at once with-

(a)

→

(b)

(c)

→

(d)

FIGURE 11: Robustness to scene content: (a) the scene that
finger touches a projected image of many synthetic hands,
(b) the result of hand detection by HandTrack [27] (detecting
only fake hand), (c) the image taken with the selective
capturing technique in our system, (d) visualization of the
detected finger in the original image.

out changing hardware parameters. This prevents dynamic
tracking applications. Further, occlusion cannot be overcome
with our single camera system. Our system needs calibration
at the beginning to align to the surface of interest. If the
depth of field of the camera becomes too shallow and the
camera is not focused on the surface, it becomes difficult to
control the thickness of the captured area, leading to a loss of
accuracy. In this study, a false positive does not occur if the
imaging area is set appropriately in an environment with no
object other than fingers placed on the screen. However, if an
obstacle other than fingers exist on the projected screen, such
as a cup placed, a false positive may occur. In practice, we
expect our system to be used for surfaces with no clutter or
occluding objects to allow full visibility for the user.

There are also several future works. In a practical scene,
several artifacts such as dropping frames can sometimes
happen because of the camera hardware issues. Since our
detection algorithm runs on a frame-by-frame basis inde-
pendently, our method could suffer from temporal jitter.
However, this issue could be easily solved by applying a
temporal smoothing filter which should be a future work of
our paper.

In this paper, we consider only single touch for our user
interaction. Multi-touch is possible in principle using our
algorithm, but we leave it to future work to fully characterize
multitouch interaction for the system.

We will aim to address the above challenges, but also
enable touchless operations such as airborne operation and
gesture operation.
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